
Table Exercise Submissions

Score Table Submission
11 Table 1 1) Deep Energy Retrofit all existing buildings. 2) Electrify Transportation & Incentivize Public 

transportation 3) Repurpose Gas Infrastructure for Renewable Gases

9 Table 3 1. Free the data2. REAL (i.e. uncapped, reflective of the true cost) real-time pricing3. Monetize resilience 
(i.e. reform reliability standards)

7 Table 6 Table 6 - 1) Implement time-of-use carbon pricing structure.2) Structure incentives to increase the cost 
differential between mass transit and individual commuting. Motivate greater use of mass transit.3) 
Implement mandatory submeterimg of tenant spaces.

6 Table 5 1. Strengthen link between real-time price in wholesale market and price paid by retail customer2. 
Strengthen building envelopes, unlock potential for renewable thermal, CHP, and amend building codes 
to require passive houses for multi-family construx3. Require EVs for Rideshare services

6 Table 8 1) create a communication plan to reach all types of customers to better understand what the city has 
done and needs to do 2) create incentive and reqmt for existing bldg infrastructure energy reductions 
3)invest in transportation enhancements by increasing awareness to carbon reductn impact

5 Table 4 1) Comprehensive approach designing energy systems that can include wire and non wire solutions & 
allliance among utilities, customers and technology providers2)Create incentives model similar to 
present EE model for storage3) Value externalities including social benefits, carbon pricing and TOU

2 Table 10 Eliminate bifurcation of efficiency, renewables & storage = customer as organizing principle for 
incentives 2) harness power of private project financing to partner with gov’t to build a climate-ready 
city 3) legislative restructuring to pave the way for private sector district energy sectors

0 Table 7 1. How can we capture, coordinate, align,  and funnel all of the best ideas?
2. Can we create transparent contests with rewards to incentivize all stakeholders to generate solutions 
and use that success to support political decisions and action?
3. What laws need to be enacted to insure all stakeholder's interests are included, aligned and 
executable including a carbon marketplace?

7 Table 9 1. Cost on carbon (tax) with incentives...stick and carrot2. Link reliable power to loss of life...3. Create 
incentives for utilities (shareholder incentives, earning adjustment mechanisms) so they dont fear the 
future but profit from it4. Regional cooperation for new transmission...BANANA

5 Table 2 From short to long term:1) Broaden the portfolio of technologies which can participate in net 
metering.2) Implement utility rates which more closely represent actual market costs (TOU, etc.).3) 
Assign a value to carbon at a regional level.



Submitted Questions

Votes Submitted By Question
9 Galen We have enormous dispatchable/flexible load in the built environment and tech to access/reduce 

that load at the bldg level, & -at scale - the distribution level. But we lack granular, location specific 
price signals to unlock those assets at the distribution level. How can we overcome this barrier?

7 Abhay Ambati Jim, does Eversource have a demand response program? How are you addressing distribution 
constraints, if any?

7 John Bryan, 
EPC Power

Jim Hunt: vehicle electrification of commercial fleet vehicles - are there any Eversource  efforts in 
electrification of medium and heavy trucks and buses?

7 Zak Suttile T-91. Cost on carbon (tax) with incentives...stick and carrot2. Link reliable power to loss of life...3. 
Create incentives for utilities (shareholder incentives, earning adjustment mechanisms) so they dont 
fear the future but profit from it4. Regional cooperation for new transmission...BANANA

5 Bruce Mcleish Jim Hunt - will behind the meter storage be eligible for utility incentives

5 Patrick 
Murphy

Does Massachusetts incentivize energy storage in existing buildings, or new construction without 
solar as a means to address peak electrical demand?

5 Geoff Gunn Table 2From short to long term:1) Broaden the portfolio of technologies which can participate in net 
metering.2) Implement utility rates which more closely represent actual market costs (TOU, etc.).3) 
Assign a value to carbon at a regional level.

4 John Cleveland What incentives are in place to encourage switching from natural gas heating to heat electrification?

4 Stephen 
Almeida Jr.

Chris Parent - might the ISO have an Advisory Board ripe with experience across different  building 
stocks/key customers?Have you looked at Modular Fuel Cell based mCHP presenting 8760 hours of 
reliability via an integrated approach underscoringnValue of Distributed Energy Resources (DER).

3 Matt Guernsey Dennis- what is Partners’ risk tolerance for deploying new, emerging technologies? (i.e. being an 
early adopter)

3 Bill Ravanesi To Commission Judson, when will SMART PROGRAM BE IMPLEMENTED- Time Frame?
3 Erik Desrosiers Christopher (ISONE): How will the ISO address depressed scarcity prices in the wholesale market to 

incentivize active demand response?
2 Soam Goel How does a non-profit use the tax incentives related to renewables?
2 Jack Griffin Has DOER explored the value proposition for submetering of tenant / landlord structures to 

heighten awareness of energy use and incentivize Tenants to implement EE?

2 T Waldron Does the system demand peak as reported by ISO include generation behind the meter?

2 Jack Griffin Are we hampered from realizing optimum value from the ISO because the ISO has to integrate 
within six different state level regulation frameworks?  Is yes, how do the structural barriers 
manifest themselves?

1 Bill O'Brien Thankyou Dennis V.  Q:  for your plannned multi site projects, what sort of portfolio of technologies 
have you in mind for the 4.1 MW and how are they evaluated?

0 Abhay Ambati @eversource Is the utility open to interconnect BTM Indoor ESS? are younenvisioning ESS size 
buckets?


